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Leveraging crowdsourcing in software development has received growing attention in research and practice. Crowd feedback offers a scalable and flexible way to evaluate software design solutions and the potential of crowd-feedback systems has been demonstrated in different contexts by existing research studies. However, previous research lacks a deep understanding of the effects of individual design features of crowd-feedback systems on feedback quality and quantity. Additionally, existing studies primarily focused on understanding the requirements of feedback requesters but have not fully explored the qualitative perspectives of crowd-based feedback providers. In this paper, we address these research gaps with two research studies. In study 1, we conducted a feature analysis (N=10) and concluded that from a user perspective, a crowd-feedback system should have five core features (scenario, speech-to-text, markers, categories, and star rating). In the second study, we analyzed the effects of the design features on crowdworkers’ perceptions and feedback outcomes (N=210). We learned that offering feedback providers scenarios as the context of use is perceived as most important. Regarding the resulting feedback quality, we discovered that more features are not always better as overwhelming feedback providers might decrease feedback quality. Offering feedback providers categories as inspiration can increase the feedback quantity. With our work, we contribute to research on crowd-feedback systems by aligning crowdworker perspectives and feedback outcomes and thereby making the software evaluation not only more scalable but also more human-centered.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The continuous integration of potential users in the evaluation of software is a challenging but critical activity in the design and development process [3]. However, due to their face-to-face character, traditional evaluation methods such as interviews, focus groups, or usability tests lack scalability and are costly. Furthermore, as they are usually conducted with small groups of participants, evaluation results tend to be limited concerning generalizability [23].
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Leveraging crowdsourcing in software development has received growing attention in research and practice. Commercial platforms like UserTesting, uTest, UserZoom, and UserCrowd offer different forms of crowdsourced evaluation services. In recent years, two research streams have emerged that have the goal to overcome the limitations of traditional software design evaluation forms through crowdsourcing: crowd testing and crowd feedback. Both focus on using the crowd to involve users in software development but differ in their objectives. Crowd testing has the goal to identify system errors and follows existing testing methods like usability testing [17]. Crowd feedback aims to collect individual opinions and perceptions of the software design by users, anonymous crowdworkers, students, or friends and family [12]. It is rooted in the field of visual design where peer feedback is an established approach to iterate design solutions [39]. Since it is not required for crowd feedback to have a high-fidelity prototype, but user stories or screenshots are sufficient, the application of crowd feedback is broader and more flexible. Moreover, crowd feedback is applicable throughout the whole software lifecycle and enables designers to collect diverse feedback in terms of type and scope [12].

Previous research proposed crowd-feedback systems that include various design features and can be applied in a diverse set of contexts. One of the most popular systems is CrowdCrit [20]. CrowdCrit mainly relies on qualitative feedback that users can add to predefined feedback categories. Additionally, users can apply markers to indicate which element or area their feedback is addressing. Thereby, CrowdCrit is mainly designed to evaluate static designs, like posters. There exist only a few crowd-feedback systems that focus on evaluating interactive design prototypes or even software, like AppEcho [34], Critiki [10], and CrowdUI [28].

The majority of existing studies is focusing on demonstrating the feasibility of crowdsourcing feedback in their individual area of application. Thereby, mainly qualitative evaluation has been performed. Only a few studies have investigated the effects of design characteristics of crowd-feedback systems on the feedback quality and quantity in experimental studies following a quantitative evaluation approach. For example, Yuan et al. [47] showed that offering novice crowdworkers feedback categories to indicate on which topics feedback is required has a positive impact on the feedback quality. Other studies showed the effects of very specific characteristics and requirements of the feedback like using a critique style guide [16], framing feedback as questions [18], or viewing the design on which the feedback shall be collected as part of a narrative [43]. However, there exist many different design features of crowd-feedback systems that are frequently applied. These include, but are not limited to questionnaires, free text fields, categories, selection, direct manipulation, recordings, collaboration, markers, and scenarios [12]. However, their individual effects on feedback quality and quantity are not well understood. This represents an important first research gap for the design of crowd-feedback systems.

Additionally, existing studies mainly focused on understanding the requirements of feedback requesters (i.e., designers), but fail to consider the perspective of feedback providers (i.e., crowdworkers). Oppenlaender et al. [26] addressed this issue by comparing feedback providers’ and requesters’ feature preferences. However, their evaluation did not study the underlying reasons for users’ preferences and did not analyze the resulting feedback outcomes. Additionally, not all insights can be transferred to the evaluation of interactive design prototypes or even software. Krause et al. [16] also included crowdworkers in the evaluation of their critique style guide. Still, the crowdworkers’ perspective represents only a minor part of the entire evaluation study. We believe that it is important to include the perspective of feedback providers not only in the evaluation but also in the initial design of crowd-feedback systems. This allows us to align crowdworkers’ requirements with the feedback outcomes. Understanding the effects of individual design features on the feedback and the feedback provider will help to adapt crowd-feedback systems better to
their context of use. Thus, designers may be supported in selecting the appropriate design features considering their individual situations. This, in turn, will enable feedback requesters to apply crowd-feedback systems and help make the software development process not only more scalable but also even more human-centered. We identify this as a second major research gap in the field of crowd-feedback systems.

In this paper, we address these research gaps with two studies. In the first study, we conducted initial exploratory interviews to better understand the requirements of feedback providers. We explored how feedback providers perceive crowd-feedback system features and understood how these features should be implemented. Based on these insights, we developed Feeasy, a crowd-feedback system [13]. Feeasy includes five key features: (1) a description of a usage scenario of the underlying design prototype to offer feedback providers a context, (2) a speech-to-text feature to add feedback comments via voice, (3) a marker feature to specify the elements of the prototype which the feedback addresses, (4) feedback categories to allocate the feedback comment to a specific category, and (5) a star rating for each category to collect additional quantitative feedback. We, subsequently, conducted an experimental study with Feeasy as an experimental artifact that analyzes the effects of crowd-feedback systems with different design features on feedback quality, quantity, and crowdworker perceptions. The feedback quality is measured via the assessment of UI-design skilled crowdworkers who evaluate each feedback comment in five quality categories (helpfulness, specificity, relevance, sentiment, and objectivity). The feedback quantity is measured via the length of feedback comments. In this study, we applied seven treatment conditions, one for each design feature, one basic treatment with no design features, and one full treatment with all five features combined. To further enhance our understanding of the crowdworkers’ perspective on crowd-feedback system features, we conducted additional semi-structured interviews. Our results provide evidence that more design features are not beneficial in all use cases, but applying any design features is better than none. Furthermore, we learned that overwhelming feedback providers might reduce feedback quality and quantity and that scenarios are the favorable design feature when considering the crowdworkers’ perspective. With our results, we contribute and extend previous research on crowd-based user involvement in the software development process by analyzing and synthesizing the effects of five crowd-feedback design features and thereby aligning crowdworkers’ perceptions with feedback outcomes. Thereby, we aim to allow future crowd-feedback systems not only to be more efficient and effective but also to improve the feedback experience for feedback providers (e.g., crowdworkers).

2 CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS & RELATED WORK

2.1 User Evaluation Methods

Prominent methods to evaluate software designs with users are interviews, focus groups, and usability tests [9, 38]. In general, these methods have in common that the involved designers, domain experts, and end-users have to meet virtually or physically to conduct the software usability and user experience (UX) evaluation. Consequently, these methods lack scalability, are time-consuming, and require monetary resources [9, 33]. One solution for these challenges is leveraging crowdsourcing. Specifically, dedicated crowdsourcing platforms are used to evaluate software design solutions [12]. Crowdsourcing increases the scalability of software evaluation and reduces the effort for software developers and designers through its low-barrier accessibility [1, 10]. Additionally, it provides access to a diverse group of people to evaluate the software design [22]. As introduced earlier, the application of crowdsourcing for evaluation purposes can be distinguished between crowd testing and crowd feedback [12]. While crowd testing requests the crowd to conduct tests to identify errors
in a system, crowd feedback asks users for their verbal feedback that includes opinions on and perceptions of a system. Therefore, crowd feedback may be conducted on interactive prototypes, static designs like screenshots and wireframes, and even textual descriptions like user stories. Crowd testing, in turn, requires high-fidelity prototypes that allow for interaction and include the original content of the system. In summary, crowd feedback allows us to intuitively evaluate the entire software design process from user stories to high-fidelity prototypes, and is well suited for this application.

2.2 Crowd-Feedback Systems

There exist multiple systems that support software designers and developers in collecting design feedback on crowdsourcing platforms. Crowd-feedback systems differentiate in form of multiple dimensions [12]. With regards to the subject under investigation, recent crowd-feedback systems focus on collecting feedback on visual designs such as posters [20], specific software applications such as chatbots [4], and websites [28], or mobile apps [34]. Thereby, the systems differ in the phase of the development lifecycle they are focusing on. While some systems focus on collecting feedback during the development process (e.g., [27, 32, 39]), others collect feedback during usage of the software products for further refinements and continuous improvement (e.g., [28, 34, 35]). The collected feedback can mainly be split into two groups: qualitative feedback and quantitative feedback [12]. While qualitative feedback represents mostly texts or videos, quantitative feedback is collected via votes or ratings. The scope of the feedback also differs between existing systems. Most systems collect feedback on non-functional attributes, such as aesthetics and human values. However, the collection of feedback on content and functional attributes is also supported. Similar to other crowdsourcing systems, crowd-feedback systems also differ in the crowdsourcing configuration, which here comprises the type of crowd (anonymous, users, students, convenience) and the incentive (money, involvement and improvement, interest and social compensation, credits, and gamification). Crowd-feedback systems differ also in their design characteristics. Haug and Maedche [12] thereby identified nine design features: questionnaires, free text field, categories, selection, direct manipulation, collaboration, markers, context, and recording. Finally, it has been shown that crowd-feedback systems do not only have positive effects on the process, but also on outcomes such as feedback quality and quantity, and the resulting design.

Crowd-feedback systems provide multiple benefits for software and user interface (UI) designers to continuously evaluate the software designs during the development process. However, they have downsides as well. Design features might provide the ability to collect design feedback focused on dedicated aspects depending on the situation and enable designers to receive high-quality design feedback. Although the feasibility of crowd feedback for various kinds of designs and systems has been proven, there is still a lack of research on the individual effects of specific design features on feedback quality and quantity, as well as the behavior and engagement of feedback providers. Consequently, it remains unclear how and when to apply these features in crowd-feedback systems.

2.3 Crowdworker Perspective in Crowd-Feedback Systems

In summary, one can distinguish two perspectives in crowd-feedback systems: 1) the perspective of feedback requesters that design a system, create crowdfunding tasks, and request feedback and 2) the crowdworkers’ perspective who conduct the tasks and provide the feedback. Research and practice so far have primarily focused on the development of efficient crowd-feedback systems that generate optimized results for the feedback requester. However, it missed considering the feedback providers’ perspective of the crowdworkers, their experience, and their impact on the feedback outcomes.
Robb et al. [30] and Oppenlaender et al. [26] showed that user engagement plays an important role when crowdsourcing feedback. Increasing the engagement of the crowdworkers improves feedback quality and quantity [26, 30]. A potential explanation is the Theory of Interactive Media Effects (TIME) [36]. The TIME states that features, sources, and content of software affect the users’ perception as well as their behavior. As a core characteristic, according to the TIME, the interactivity of software features impacts user engagement. The interactivity addresses the methods of interactions that are offered (e.g., clicking, scrolling, dragging). As an explanation, the various interaction methods improve the user’s mental representation of the software. As a shortcoming, however, higher interactivity also affords greater perceptual bandwidth and might aggravate efficient usage [36]. The relationship between feature interactivity and the user’s absorption in and attitude towards the system is mediated by the ease of use of the software besides its natural- and intuitiveness [36]. Ease of use is an important factor for the success of crowdworking tasks. Therefore, the application of TIME in the context of crowd-feedback systems might allow us to better focus on the crowdworker perspective [36]. While increasing the level of interactivity and subsequently the level of user engagement helps to improve the feedback, better ease of use of the software can be a path towards a higher level of crowdworker experience.

This can also be explained by the concept of information overload [15]. Roetzel [31, p.480] defines information overload as the situation “when decision-makers face a level of information that is greater than their information processing capacity”. Being presented with too much information, in our case multiple options to provide feedback, can lead to people failing to respond to inputs or ignoring information [15]. Consequently, when users are overwhelmed by many options, they might ignore some of them or fail to use them. We believe, that there must be a balance between offering multiple modalities of interaction to increase user engagement and presenting too many options and thereby overloading users.

3 STUDY 1: DESIGN OF A CROWD-FEEDBACK SYSTEM BASED ON THE FEEDBACK PROVIDER PERSPECTIVE

The goal of our paper is to design an innovative crowd-feedback system that addresses both, the crowdworkers’ and the feedback requesters’ perspectives. While increasing the feedback quality and quantity, we aim to provide an enhanced feedback provision experience for crowdworkers. To do so, we conducted a design study, which was already published as a separate poster [13]. In this design study, we derived design principles from literature and evaluated users’ experiences with the features in qualitative interviews. Based on the results, we designed and developed the crowd-feedback system *Feeasy*.

3.1 Method

In the design study, we, first, derived an initial crowd-feedback prototype based on existing design features from the literature. Subsequently, we conducted semi-structured qualitative interviews with exemplary design feedback providers (i.e., crowdworkers) after an interaction with a crowd-feedback system (see section 3.1.2). In the following, we present the methodology of this study in more detail.

3.1.1 Procedure. We recruited ten students for the analysis of crowd-feedback system design features. Four participants were female (six male) and they had an average age of 23.10 years (SD = 2.95). We asked for their level of experience with UI and UX design on a five-point Likert scale. Participants reported little experience on average. For the design study, we derived design features from literature and included them in two distinct crowd-feedback artifacts. We split the participants randomly into two groups of five people. The general procedure for both groups was the same. All
participants had to interact with one of the two crowd-feedback artifacts to put themselves into the situation of providing feedback and experiencing the design features. Their task was to provide feedback on a low-fidelity prototype of a hotel-booking website. We decided on this prototype because we assume that previous experiences with hotel booking websites among participants are similar. The prototype consisted of four different subpages and blue boxes showed participants where to click. Participants could interact as long as they preferred. Most participants needed 20-30 minutes for completing the instructions and the interaction itself. Afterward, they participated in semi-structured qualitative interviews which took around 20 minutes. The qualitative interviews mainly focused on understanding how participants perceived the design features of the crowd-feedback artifacts they interacted with. However, we also asked interviewees about their opinions on further design features that were not included in one of the two crowd-feedback artifacts (e.g., collaboration and voice input). For participation in the whole study, we paid everyone $11.3. The interviews were conducted in German and then translated to English.

3.1.2 Study Artifacts: Crowd-Feedback Systems. We decided to let participants interact with two different crowd-feedback artifacts to be able to receive opinions on multiple design features. Both crowd-feedback artifacts are shown in Figure 1. Design features of crowd-feedback systems can generally be split into nine different types with either the goal to collect feedback (feedback collection mechanisms) or to enrich and improve the feedback (interactivity cues) [12]. These nine design features are free text field, questionnaire, categories, selection, direct manipulation, context, markers, recording, and collaboration [12]. We describe all features in Table 1.

To reduce the development effort in this exploratory phase, we decided to use an existing commercial crowd-feedback system in form of the commenting functionality of the commercialized prototyping software Adobe XD for the first crowd-feedback artifact. This first crowd-feedback artifact collects the feedback in parallel to the design prototype experience. Thereby, the design prototype is on the left side and a panel to add and organize feedback is on the right side. To add a feedback comment, users can enter their feedback in a text field and submit it. As the feedback is
Table 1. Overview of all design features of crowd-feedback systems according to Haug and Maedche [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Text Field</td>
<td>A single text field for feedback without any specific questions</td>
<td>[34, 43, 46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>A series of questions to answer</td>
<td>[1, 25, 27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>Categories or rubrics to add feedback comments to</td>
<td>[8, 32, 47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Feedback is provided by selecting items (e.g., rating or voting designs)</td>
<td>[4, 26, 29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Manipulation</td>
<td>Design can be edited by feedback providers</td>
<td>[4, 28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactivity Cues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Feedback providers receive a context of use (e.g., a scenario or a persona)</td>
<td>[1, 42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markers</td>
<td>Pins can be put onto the design to indicate which element is meant by the feedback or screenshots/pictures can be added to the comment</td>
<td>[20, 26, 32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Feedback providers can interact with the feedback of others (e.g., add comments or vote)</td>
<td>[25, 28, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording</td>
<td>Feedback providers can do voice or video recordings</td>
<td>[7, 26, 34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

only collected via the text field and no categories or questions are included in the UI to guide the users, the free text field is one respective design feature that is applied in this crowd-feedback artifact [12]. After submitting a comment, a new comment box is created. Consequently, all comments are displayed as separate boxes. Thereby, each comment belongs to one subpage of the artifact. Before the study, we added an additional comment that showed users on which aspects feedback shall be provided. Users can also add markers to the prototype to indicate which element their comment is addressing. In general, features that allow feedback providers to annotate the user interface or screenshots by drawing boxes or adding pins (e.g., [20, 35, 42, 45]), help not only feedback providers to feel more engaged [26] but especially support developers in understanding the feedback [34, 35]. The marker feature is according to Haug and Maedche [12] the second design feature of this crowd-feedback artifact.

We complemented the design features in the first crowd-feedback artifact with a self-developed second crowd-feedback artifact that contains further design features. In the following, we outline the design of the second crowd-feedback artifact, which is derived from existing literature, in more detail.

**General Layout.** The general layout is characterized by the parallel arrangement of the design prototype that allows interaction with a prototype on the left side and the feedback panel on the right. This allows for a close direct connection between the prototype experience and the feedback provision and is innovative compared to other recent crowd-feedback systems in practice (e.g., [27]).

**Design Features.** The design features which are not covered by the commercial crowd-feedback system that we use in this study, are questionnaire, categories, selection, direct manipulation, recording, collaboration, and context [12]. In the following, we want to provide a short overview of the characteristics of each of these features before explaining which design features are implemented in the second crowd-feedback artifact and why we decided on them. Compared to the free text field, questionnaires ask users specific questions about their perceptions of the design prototype to collect feedback. Usually, each question has a text field, where the crowdworkers can enter
their answer to this question as their feedback (e.g., [44]). Existing crowd-feedback systems apply categories to structure the feedback, guide the feedback providers, and reduce the analysis time of the feedback for requesters as the feedback is already structured [32, 45, 46]. These categories usually represent different dimensions of aesthetics [21], design principles [47], or impressions of the design [45]. Categories can be implemented as narrow statements users can select to add a comment [47] or broader topics that tell feedback providers what kind of feedback is required [32]. The drawbacks of categories are that they might prevent feedback providers from entering feedback that does not fit into these categories [8, 32] or that users might misunderstand the categories and consequently submit wrong feedback. While most studies only use categories as a design element without analyzing their effects, Yuan et al. [47] focused in their study, especially on how categories affect the way people provide design feedback. They learned that categories enable novices to provide feedback that is nearly as valuable as expert feedback. Additionally, they found that this is caused by categories leading to a better writing style. With the selection feature, we summarize all features that enable feedback providers to select something, e.g., a rating score [27], a statement [45] or even a picture [30], to share their feedback. In the educational context, ratings lead to more justifications in the feedback but reduce the feedback quality [14]. Collecting feedback via direct manipulation means that users can adapt the UI or at least some aspects of it according to their wishes to tell feedback requesters how they would like to have it designed. Probably due to the high implementation effort, it is only applied in very few crowd-feedback systems in research (e.g., [28]). The recording feature is usually implemented as video and audio recording of feedback (e.g., [34]). In related studies, it was found that overall, written feedback is more comfortable for feedback providers, but audio recordings could be a helpful alternative [34]. Collaboration in the context of crowd feedback usually means that users can react to the feedback of others by voting or rating it (e.g., [25]). The last design feature, context, includes all features of crowd-feedback systems that provide the crowd with some sort of context in the form of a narrative or a persona that helps them to better understand the context of use. It has shown that offering crowdworkers context increases their empathy and in turn, improves the feedback quality and quantity [24, 39].

We decided to apply categories, selection (in the form of a star rating), and context as design features in the self-developed second crowd-feedback artifact. Combining two feedback collection mechanisms has yet only been done by one other crowd-feedback system [12]. These two design features are easy to combine and do not require a complex implementation such as for direct manipulation. We included in our panel seven category sections, one for each category, to enter feedback. Each section contains two text fields, one for positive and one for negative feedback, and a five-point Likert scale to rate the design aspect.

We decided to apply context as a design feature due to two reasons. In this initial design study, we relied on easy-to-apply and agile development which allowed only simple prototypes. The implementation of context is much easier than developing a recording or collaboration feature. Second, it has shown that offering crowdworkers context increases their empathy and in turn, improves the feedback quality and quantity [24, 39]. However, it has never been analyzed how scenario-based instructions influence feedback compared to simple step-by-step instructions. Therefore, we implemented a scenario that describes users a situation that they should imagine when interacting with the design prototype.

3.2 Results
We analyzed the results of the qualitative interviews deductively by categorizing them. We report them along the categories of general experiences, the design features that were included in the two crowd-feedback artifacts, and further ideas for improvement.
General Experience. The participants appreciated the parallel arrangement of the prototype and the feedback panel to provide comments. Participants in the first group valued the intuitiveness of providing feedback in Adobe XD as it reminded them of the commenting functionality in similar commercial tools (“It [Adobe PDF reader] is similar with the comments if you make any [they are] also on the right side, so to speak” (T1P4)). In the second group, participants missed being able to add feedback to one specific subpage (“I thought that there is basically one feedback for each page and not always one for all” (T2P3)). Therefore, we derived the implication for crowd-feedback system design of intuitiveness in commenting and specificity for logical subpages. Furthermore, we learned that offering crowdworkers to interact with the design prototype and provide feedback in parallel is highly appreciated.

Scenario. Both groups thought that the guidance through the design prototype by a scenario was helpful to them. In the first crowd-feedback artifact the scenario was not included. However, as participants still needed instructions about where to click, we included the scenario in the overall task instructions for the experiment. Consequently, participants in this group had to jump between the browser tab with the instructions and the browser tab with the crowd-feedback artifact back and forth, which they disliked. In the second group, the participants liked that they could always have an eye on their objective and felt the task was more interactive by having the scenario (“I found the example at the top very helpful, that you don’t just click wildly, because not everything is clickable anyway. And so you had a goal in mind that you can just do, just to test it” (T2P4)). Consequently, scenarios are a helpful design feature of crowd-feedback systems, as long as they are included in the UI of the crowd-feedback system.

Markers. The markers were perceived as highly positive. Participants in the first group were enthusiastic about the markers as they helped them to be more precise and reduce the risk of being misunderstood by the feedback requester (“I think I’m a bit more concrete [with my feedback], so there’s less room for interpretation” (T1P5)). In turn, participants in the second group missed an option to directly annotate the prototype and the ability to pinpoint specific elements in connection to their comments. In summary, a marker-like feature was highly requested by participants who did not have the marker feature, while participants of the first group appreciated it as it helped them a lot to focus their feedback.

Categories. While in the second crowd-feedback artifact the categories were included as separate feedback sections, the first artifact showed only a list of the categories. The participants perceived the categories as very helpful in both groups. They reduce uncertainties about the relevance of feedback and point out things that one might have missed otherwise (“Categories [...] ease it for many people to just start and think about it [their feedback]” (T2P3)). Some participants mentioned that even more specific categories might be better. The participants who used the first crowd-feedback artifact missed a way to show to which category their feedback comment belongs. Therefore, including categories as sections where crowdworkers can add their comments serves feedback providers as guidance and also helps them to organize their feedback comments accordingly.

Star Rating. Participants in the first group missed “...something simple, which is quick and from which you can get the necessary feedback” (T1P3) like a rating or voting functionality. Participants in the second group appreciated the effortless feedback and the ability to combine qualitative and quantitative feedback to offer a broader picture (e.g., “you first assess that [the design] in itself in these five categories and then you can think more about it” (T2P1)). Consequently, star ratings seem to be valuable to workers as they offer an effortless way to provide additional feedback besides pure feedback comments.
Further Ideas for Improvement. Since our goal was to evaluate design features in simple and quick prototypes, we did not include all design features for crowd-feedback systems which are relevant based on previous research. Therefore, we asked participants about their opinions on design features that were not included in one of the two crowd-feedback artifacts.

Participants in both groups were indecisive about recording audio comments for their feedback. While some appreciate the reduced time and effort ("...because it's faster and because I can share my thoughts more quickly instead of having to write them" (T1P3)), others worried about the reduced structure and mentioned that they feel weird when talking in front of the laptop ("...when writing, you're more likely to rephrase than when I sit down with a voice recorder and record things" (T2P4)). Based on this feedback, we also asked them about a speech-to-text feature. While some worried about the accuracy of speech-to-text features, others thought it might be a better solution than a pure recording feature. Consequently, although participants were indecisive about if they would see an overall advantage in using voice input features, especially the speech-to-text feature was appreciated by at least some participants and will therefore be considered in the next iteration of our self-developed crowd-feedback artifact.

Regarding collaboration, most participants agreed that they would get biased when they see what others wrote. They also thought they would feel insecure about sharing unique feedback or think their feedback is useless when others already reported the same ideas. Interviewee T2P5 stated: "So when you see what others write, you're immediately biased by it. And obviously, it makes it a little bit easier to write your own feedback, but that's not the information that you want to have and that's our job to give you our own feedback." On the other hand, some participants said that seeing the feedback of others could inspire them to see the design from a different angle. Overall, we think the identified disadvantages of collaboration combined with the higher effort for feedback requesters to handle the collaboration of multiple crowdworkers outweigh their additional inspiration. Consequently, we will not include this feature in further iterations of our crowd-feedback artifact.

From the design study, we know how users perceive selected design characteristics of crowd-feedback systems. Based on these results, we distilled the relevant features and applied the results to design the crowd-feedback system Feeasy.

3.3 Feeasy

Based on the insights of the design study, we iterated our initial self-developed crowd-feedback artifact and developed the crowd-feedback system Feeasy. All features of Feeasy as well as the expected benefits for crowdworkers and feedback requesters are summarized in Table 2. Feeasy is designed to improve both feedback quality and quantity on design prototypes but also aims to improve the crowdworker perspective by increasing interactivity, user engagement, and ease of use for the crowdworkers. In the following, we explain the general layout as well as the individual design features of Feeasy in more detail.

General Layout. Figure 2 shows the final user interface of Feeasy which consists of an interactive design prototype on the left side and a feedback panel on the right side. This layout has been appreciated by the participants of our design study as it allows them to interact with the prototype and provide feedback in parallel. This design feature has the main goal to reduce the effort for crowdworkers which in turn might lead to more feedback. We decided to offer only one text field for users to create new feedback comments. New comments are then added to the panel as separate boxes and belong to the subpage of the prototype on which the crowdworker reported the comment. Each box contains a label that indicates the respective subpage. This shall help crowdworkers to
organize their feedback and in turn, make it better understandable for feedback requesters. In the following, we present the five key design features that we want to evaluate in the following studies.

![User interface of the interactive crowd-feedback system Feeasy.](image)

**Fig. 2.** User interface of the interactive crowd-feedback system Feeasy.

**Scenario.** In our initial crowd-feedback system, we offered a scenario that told users where to click while providing them with a realistic usage scenario. Participants in the design study saw no disadvantages in having the scenario. Offering feedback providers some sort of context increases their empathy and, in turn, improves the feedback quality and quantity of comments [24, 39]. Therefore, we kept this feature for Feeasy. We decided to move the scenario to a separate tab in the panel to keep the layout simple and clean.

**Speech-to-text.** Participants in the design study were mainly indecisive about using a voice input feature. In related studies, it was found that overall, text is more comfortable for feedback providers, but audio recording could be a helpful alternative [34]. Consequently, we decided to offer a speech-to-text feature as an optional input mechanism for feedback. The speech-to-text feature enables users to dictate their feedback. When they click on the microphone button Feeasy starts to listen and directly transfers the speech into text. Users can then still edit the text in the text field.

**Markers.** As markers were found to be helpful for crowdworkers to be more specific and avoid misunderstandings, we implemented them in Feeasy. As already explained, markers help not only feedback providers to feel more engaged [26] but also support developers in understanding the feedback [34, 35]. In our case, the user interface can be annotated with small circles with numbers that belong to one comment box. With the circle, users can indicate which element of the user interface the respective comment is addressing.

**Categories.** Categories in which users can add respective feedback comments not only enable users to organize their thoughts but also provide value to designers as the collected feedback is already split into categories. It has also shown, that categories help novices to provide better
Table 2. Overview of all features of Feeasy and their potential benefits for feedback providers and requesters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Provider Benefits</th>
<th>Requester Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Layout</td>
<td>Design prototype and feedback panel next to each other New separate box for each comment</td>
<td>Reduced effort Feedback that is already split in separate ideas</td>
<td>More feedback Feedback that is already split in separate ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Textual description of an artificial use case for the prototype</td>
<td>Providers know where to click and get more empathetic</td>
<td>Better and longer feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech-to-text</td>
<td>Speech-to-text input option in text field</td>
<td>Reduce effort and time for providers while still enabling them to edit and structure their thoughts</td>
<td>Longer feedback with more explanations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markers</td>
<td>Circles with numbers that can be added to the UI and match the number of one feedback comment</td>
<td>Providers can be more specific with their feedback and avoid misunderstandings</td>
<td>More specific and better understandable feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>Sections with headlines in which feedback comments can be added via drag-and-drop</td>
<td>Providers can organize their comments and focus on the aspects on which feedback is required More relevant and focused feedback and comments already organized in categories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Rating</td>
<td>Star rating for each category</td>
<td>Providers have a quick and easy way to share additional feedback</td>
<td>Additional quantifiable feedback and more justifications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

feedback [47]. As participants in our design study liked being able to address specific categories and organize their feedback, we kept this feature for Feeasy and just adapted it to the improved layout. We included the categories in Feeasy as separate sections in which comment boxes can be added via drag-and-drop. We decided on categories that mainly focus on aesthetics (layout, color, font, style), and one category that addresses a specific design element (filter bar).

*Star Rating.* Participants seemed to appreciate the quick and easy way to share feedback with a quantitative evaluation. Additionally, feedback requesters profit from having additional quantifiable feedback that summarizes the qualitative comments. In Feeasy, the quantitative evaluation is included as star ratings. Each star rating is attached to a category. Users can then rate how well they assess each category on a scale from one to five.

4 STUDY 2: EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL DESIGN FEATURES OF FEEASY

In our first study, we started by collecting insights on the distinct effects of innovative design features for crowd feedback from the feedback providers’ perspective. Based on the results, we designed the crowd-feedback system Feeasy. The primary goal of the second study was to investigate how each individual feature of Feeasy impacts the feedback quality and quantity as well as crowdworker perceptions. Specifically, we compared the individual features with a basic version (no features) and a full version (all features) of Feeasy.
4.1 Method

To evaluate the individual design features of Feeasy on the crowdworker perceptions in terms of perceived interactivity, user engagement, and ease of use as well as the feedback quality and quantity, we collected design feedback on a fictitious hotel booking website prototype, through a human-intelligence task (HIT) on the crowdworking platform Prolific. Since our goal is to evaluate the effect of each of the five design features individually and, additionally, to compare the results with a baseline and a full version of Feeasy, we derived seven treatment conditions in this study.

4.1.1 Procedure. We implemented seven instantiations of Feeasy: (1) Full (F), (2) Basic (B), (3) Scenario (S), (4) Speech-to-text (R), (5) Markers (M), (6) Categories (C), and (7) Star Ratings (Q). The basic version is displayed in Figure 4. For all five treatments with a single feature, the treatment instantiations looked like the basic version plus the respective feature as implemented in the full version (cf. Figure 3). For example, for the speech-to-text treatment, the Feeasy interface looked like the basic interface (cf. Figure 4) with just the microphone button added below the text field for adding comments. Only for the star rating, we had to additionally include the categories as the rating is always attached to a category. All variants that did not include the scenario contained an interaction tab instead that showed a step-by-step list for each subpage of the prototype to tell users where to click. When starting the HIT, participants received an introduction to the specific version of Feeasy according to the respective treatment as well as a short training on how to provide feedback.
high-quality design feedback by addressing relevant feedback aspects. After the introduction, each participant was randomly assigned to one of the seven treatment conditions and experienced the treatment phase. During the treatment phase, the participants had to walk through a basic design prototype. Similar to study 1, this was a fictitious hotel booking website (cf. Figure 2). The prototype consisted of four subpages on which the participants gave feedback. To conduct the task the participants had to use Feeasy and provide design feedback comments in the treatment phase for at least ten minutes. After ten minutes they were allowed to submit their design feedback and move on to the next step. The collected design feedback comments, as well as further information (e.g., for which comments the speech-to-text feature was used), were stored in a database. After the treatment phase, participants answered a quantitative questionnaire that asked for their perceived user engagement, perceived interactivity, and perceived ease of use of the experimental prototype Feeasy. Afterward, to additionally collect qualitative data, the participants were offered to book an appointment to participate in an interview. Finally, participants received a debriefing and their compensation.

4.1.2 Participants. For study 2, we recruited 210 participants via Prolific. Of the participants, 48.10% were female (51.43% male) and the average age was 25.70 (SD = 7.62), while the youngest participant was 18 and the oldest 65. On average, the participants reported limited experience in UI/UX design on a seven-point Likert scale (M = 2.30; SD = 1.43). Since the task was to provide design feedback on a hotel booking website prototype, we asked for their frequency of visiting hotel booking websites on a seven-point Likert scale. Their experience with this was limited as well (M = 2.93; SD = 1.24). The participants were distributed on the seven treatment conditions with 29 to 31 participants per treatment. For the task, participants received compensation of $5.0. On top of that, we provided flexible compensation to create a realistic crowdsourcing scenario and to motivate crowdworkers. The flexible payment was a $1.0 bonus given to participants that ranked within the 30.0% best participants in terms of quality and quantity. Eventually, we paid the bonus to everyone who faithfully completed our task. This resulted in a payment of $6.0 for around
30 minutes of work which is above the German minimum wage ($11.0 per hour). 28 participants took part in the subsequent qualitative interviews, at least three per treatment. The interviews took between 15 and 20 minutes and participants were compensated with an additional payment of $5.0. We removed two of the interviews from the following analysis due to low quality and misunderstandings caused by the language barrier of the crowdworkers.

4.1.3 Data Collection & Analysis. We collected data in two ways. First, we collected quantitative data via the questionnaire for three constructs: perceived interactivity (consisting of fifteen items by [19]), perceived user engagement (consisting of seven items by [40]), and perceived ease of use (consisting out of four items by [5]). For perceived interactivity, we removed the sub-construct synchronicity since all treatments of Feeasy should perform similarly. We also removed all items related to feedback or communication with the website since communication with Feeasy was not relevant to this study. This led us to a final set of seven items for perceived interactivity.

Second, we analyzed the feedback comments collected from the crowdworking task on their feedback quality. Before the analysis, we excluded feedback comments from participants who failed one of our three attention checks (i.e., in form of attention questions in the questionnaire: "If you are carefully filling out the survey, please select strongly disagree."). Further, we removed participants that wrote no feedback comments. In the full treatment, we asked participants to rank the five features according to their importance for the feedback. To analyze the feedback comment quality we created another HIT in which UI-design-skilled crowdworkers assessed the quality of the design feedback comments. For this HIT, we again used the crowdworking platform Prolific since it allows us to filter for workers with UI design skills. We recruited 160 workers with UI design experience (M = 4.35, SD = 1.61, based on a 7-point Likert scale). Since the assessment of feedback quality required prior knowledge about the prototype and relevant design feedback dimensions, the participants initially received an overview of Feeasy and the specific aspects they should consider in their assessment.

Subsequently, each feedback comment provided in the initial HIT was analyzed by three participants on the quality categories of helpfulness, specificity, relevance, sentiment, and objectivity. Complementary to the text comment, participants received additional information about potential markers that were added and to which category and subpage the comment belonged. Following previous work on the assessment of feedback quality (e.g., [45, 47]) helpfulness serves as a measure for the overall quality, while the remaining four constructs represent detailed constructs to assess design feedback [16, 27]. A description of each quality construct can be found in Table 3. The feedback quality value for each construct was assessed by taking the average from the distinct ratings of the three individual crowdworkers.

For the qualitative analysis, we conducted semi-structured qualitative interviews with the participants who were willing to provide their insights after the HIT. The questions in the qualitative interviews focused on crowdworkers’ experiences with their version of Feeasy in general and each feature in particular. Additionally, we asked participants about their procedure to provide feedback and ideas for further improvement. We analyzed the feedback through a deductive thematic analysis following [2] based on the TIME theory. To facilitate the analysis we organized the results around three categories of general experiences of Feeasy, its positive aspects, and its negative aspects regarding the categories of the TIME theory (i.e., interactivity, engagement, ease of use, feedback quality, feedback quantity).

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Quantitative Analysis. To assess the participants’ perceptions, we analyzed the responses to questionnaire items. To assure the internal consistency of latent constructs, we assessed outer
Table 3. Explanation of feedback aspects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback Aspect</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness</td>
<td>Helpfulness addresses the overall quality of the feedback comment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment</td>
<td>Sentiment assesses if the comment is rather addressing a problem of the design (lower rate) or if it is praising the design (higher rate). Simple statements without judgment should thereby be neutral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectivity</td>
<td>Objectivity evaluates how much the comment is based on facts and not only personal beliefs, opinions, and preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Relevance assesses how relevant the comment is to further improve the design of the hotel booking website. Thereby, crowdworkers should consider the categories on which we collected feedback and the limitations of the prototype (e.g., functionalities).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>Specificity addresses how specifically the feedback has been phrased. This includes how clearly it describes the element it is addressing and its positive or negative aspects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Boxplots of perceptions of interactivity, user engagement, and ease of use measures of the crowdworkers.

factor loadings and Cronbach’s alpha with a cutoff at 0.7 and 0.6 [11, 37]. Since not all constructs did meet these requirements we removed perceived interactivity items five and six having Cronbach’s alpha then range from 0.68 to 0.78. Afterward, scales were averaged. To assess the effect of the experimental treatment conditions (basic vs. full treatment), we conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with the three perceptive measures and the feedback quality and quantity assessments as dependent variables. Since the variables under investigation violated the assumption of univariate and multivariate normality, we conducted a nonparametric rank-based MANOVA using the R software package rankMANOVA (v. 0.0.7) [6]. The results of the rank-based MANOVA for analyzing nonparametric data did not reveal a significant effect of the treatment conditions on the dependent variables. Furthermore, we conducted an aligned rank transform (ART) for nonparametric factorial analyses of variance procedures using the R package ARTool (v. 0.11.1)
Results show no significant results besides a significant effect of ease of use (p < 0.05) between the full and the basic version without design features and a significant main effect for specificity (p < 0.05). To complement the quantitative analysis, we, then, pursued a thorough descriptive analysis of the data.

Figure 5 shows that the perceived interactivity for all five treatments with only one feature (except the star rating treatment, which includes two features) is higher than for the basic treatment and the full treatment. Thereby, the perceived interactivity in the scenario and speech-to-text treatment is still lower than for the marker, category, and star rating treatments. The perceived ease of use is in all individual feature treatments similar to the perceived ease of use of the basic treatment and higher than for the full treatment. The results for perceived user engagement differ between the five treatments. While the perceived user engagement for speech-to-text, categories, and the scenario is higher than for the basic and full treatments, the perceived user engagement for markers and star ratings is lower. The highest perceived user engagement was achieved for categories, while the lowest was the star rating treatment, which also included the categories.

The overall quality which was described by the helpfulness of the feedback comment is stable across the individual feature treatments and lower for the basic and especially the full treatment condition. Regarding the sentiment, categories have led to more positive comments compared to the other treatments. However, the differences between the treatments were only marginal. Regarding objectivity, there was no difference between the treatments. All features and combinations of features have led to medium objective feedback comments. The relevance again was the lowest for the basic and full treatment, while there is no difference between the other five treatments. Finally, the specificity is the highest for markers and the lowest for the full treatment. The number of comments per crowdworker was the highest in the category treatment. The lowest number of comments was achieved for the scenario and the full treatment. Regarding the comment length, the results of all treatments were similar with comments having between 70 and 170 characters. Only the number of characters in the full treatment was lower than the rest.

To analyze the results of the ranking task of the full treatment, we calculated Kendall’s W to know how much the participants agreed on their ranking. The Kendall-W-Test is a non-parametric statistical test that compares the distributions of three or more related variables and analyzes if these variables are significantly different from one another. Kendall’s W can range between 0 (no agreement) and 1 (full agreement). For the test, we transformed the ranking into ordinal values from one to five with one meaning the feature was ranked the most important and five meaning the feature was ranked the least important. We received a Kendall’s W of 0.31 which indicated a rather low agreement among the participants. Figure 6 presents stacked bar plots of the rankings of the five design features. The scenario feature was on average ranked the most important (M = 2.06) and the recording feature the least important (M = 4.45). The star rating and the markers were perceived as similarly important and the categories as slightly less important.

4.2.2 Semi-structured Interviews. In this section, we summarize the insights that we gained during the 26 qualitative interviews that we conducted with crowdworkers who successfully completed the feedback task. We first report their overall experiences and how they proceeded to provide the feedback, then we describe their perceptions of the five individual design features of Feeasy.

Overall Experience. Overall, the participants enjoyed the interaction with Feeasy irrespective of the treatment condition they experienced. All participants in the basic treatment condition appreciated that Feeasy was easy and straightforward to use (“It’s not overloaded with anything, which is great. It’s really awesome” (B2)). One participant even stated that the ease of providing feedback made her “very willing to give out [...] as much feedback as I could because it wasn’t frustrating” (B3). On the other side, participants in the full treatment condition mentioned the need for more time to
get familiar with the system and the options: "I thought I could maybe have spent a little bit more time looking to give feedback if I’ve spent less time trying to work out how to work the panel" (F1). One participant even got frustrated about the interface because s/he didn’t understand how to interact with it and stated that s/he would have liked to have a practice before the task to feel more comfortable. In the full treatment condition, participants reported multiple times that they missed using one of the five design features accidentally although they remembered being introduced to the features. For example, F1 mentioned, "It wasn’t immediately apparent in the panel that that [the speech-to-text] was an option. It was just a small icon from what I remember".

The remaining aspects that crowdworkers favored or disliked varied a lot between the individual participants and therefore seem not to be related to a specific treatment. Three participants mentioned that they liked the ability to see all previous comments in the feedback panel at once so that they were "able to keep track of all the comments I’ve made in the previous time" (S4). Further participants appreciated, especially in the categories treatment, that they were able to edit their comments after submitting them as they "...kept finding different stuff that I wanted to add" (C2). Crowdworkers enjoyed that the system was similar to other systems they use for work and reported that they perceived Feasy to be interactive and felt engaged by it. A lot of criticism was around the interactivity of the design prototype itself (i.e., the hotel booking website). Crowdworkers stated that being able to click on more things would have led to more feedback ("If we weren’t limited to the testing, if we weren’t limited to features, I think that would have improved our feedback results" (R2)). The second main point of criticism was about the parallel layout. One interviewee recommended placing the feedback panel somewhere else, as "...it’s kind of like narrow and I couldn’t see everything clearly" (Q2). The interviews showed that crowdworkers followed different approaches to identify design issues and report feedback. Very common was that they put themselves in the shoes of another person (e.g., "...a generic person" (F3), "...their grandma" (B2)) or reported everything that seemed counter-intuitive to them or did not meet their expectations towards the design prototype. In detail, they often looked "...for things that were different and similar to websites that I know" (F3) because "...if we don’t have what to compare, I don’t think we can choose what is best, what is worse, what can improve" (C1). Crowdworkers in treatments that did not include the category section still used the categories that were provided in the instructions to make sure that they addressed every category. Participants without the category feature "...just reported everything that came to their
mind” (B3), while participants with categories used them to decide which feedback is relevant for the feedback requester.

Some workers reported that they experienced problems with identifying issues with the prototype’s UI or “...find words to explain what is going wrong on the page” (M2). To sum up, crowdworkers were very positive about their experience with Feeasy. Overall, they appreciated its simple and intuitive UI (“I feel like that your feedback box is perfect for every user because it’s simple and straightforward” (R2)).

Table 4. Summary of crowdworkers’ perspectives on the design features derived from the interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Layout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All submitted comments visible</td>
<td>Only one scenario/click path included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments can be edited</td>
<td>Lack of guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar to other tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interesting, interactive, and engaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-oriented</td>
<td>Feedback focused on click path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better focus</td>
<td>Lower readability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equalizes previous knowledge</td>
<td>Hard to understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction more real</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear and straightforward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech-to-text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive</td>
<td>Option not clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher quality (more comprehensive)</td>
<td>Slower than typing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less time and effort</td>
<td>Less organized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More feedback</td>
<td>Feedback more casual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback less reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not always convenient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easier</td>
<td>Redundant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments more specific and detailed</td>
<td>Feedback too specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small items highlighted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better organization</td>
<td>“General” too general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration and guidance</td>
<td>Moving comments is annoying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback more complete</td>
<td>Less generic comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better focus</td>
<td>No methodological guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible and easy</td>
<td>Additional effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good summary of comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativizes harsh feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following, we present detailed insights for each of the five design features.

Scenario. Crowdworkers appreciated that the scenario feature was clear and straightforward and provided them with a goal to focus on. However, the interviews showed that crowdworkers did not perceive the scenario as a design feature. Crowdworkers felt that the scenario made their feedback more real and relevant to the designer (“With that text, we can give better feedback because we imagine ourselves like these people like we are going to travel” (S3)). Additionally, they liked that they knew on which parts of the user interface they should focus (“Maybe it somehow points my attention to specific things. That might have been helpful” (S5)). One interviewee even stated that the scenario might be especially helpful “…for not so experienced travelers or new travelers” (S3). However, F1 reported problems with the scenario instructions since s/he did not find all subpages of the design prototype and finally gave up. Some participants also would have preferred bullet points
instead of a block of text to make it more readable. Participants with the step-by-step instructions did not report any problems, however, they mentioned the creative limitation of the restriction to one user flow (“I realized that even if I was tempted to play around a bit with the website, I needed to focus on the goals. So, my focus was on actually completing the steps even though [...] you just automatically want to just hover over the little things and see what is what.” (B1)).

Speech-to-text. Our log data showed that none of the participants actively used the speech-to-text feature. Nevertheless, due to its sole presence, most interviewees saw its advantages as "...your spoken word is better than written text" (F1). Therefore, we asked crowdworkers about their reasons for not using this feature and what advantages they still see in entering feedback via speech-to-text. Participants provided various reasons why they did not use it: they were not drawn to it (F1), they did not use it because they did not want to disturb the people around them (F3), or they expected the speech-to-text feature to malfunction because of their accent or the quality of their voice and feared to have to recheck all the feedback as the speech-to-text feature might misunderstand them ("I’m sure it wouldn’t catch anything" (R2)). Furthermore, crowdworkers expected their feedback to be less organized and more casual when using the speech-to-text feature ("I feel like maybe when I type, I’m more formal in my phrasing than if I was speaking" (R1)). Interviewee R3 did not use the speech-to-text feature because s/he assumed that s/he types much faster than s/he speaks. Interestingly, the other two interviewees of the speech-to-text treatment reported the major advantage of the speech-to-text feature in the reduced time and effort for providing feedback as it corrects the spelling and feels for them to be easier than typing ("...overall, I can say it’s much easier to use than typing" (R2)). Additionally, it makes the feedback provision process more inclusive as also crowdworkers that have problems with fast typing, for example, caused by a disability, could easily provide feedback. Furthermore, the speech-to-text feature could lead to time savings, as it corrects the spelling and feels for some crowdworkers to be faster than typing. Interviewees also stated that they could imagine that "...there will be more explanation when I say it vocally than typing" (R2) and that they "...probably would have given more feedback" (F1).

Marker. The prevailing perception of the markers was positive in the crowdworkers’ interviews. Participants mentioned occasionally that the use of markers is in some cases redundant ("If I’m describing icons or the selection menu I think it doesn’t require pinpointing with a marker” (M1)), and that they might sound too focused when using them ("I didn’t want to sound like to focus one particular thing." (M1)). On the other hand, the comments of the participants got more specific and detailed and the markers made it possible to highlight very small items like icons: "It allows you to pinpoint the specific areas which creates greater visibility and you know there are more layers on your feedback" (M3). Interestingly, participants without the markers stated multiple times that they would like to "...just click on something and it being a reference to my feedback" (B3) and thereby indirectly mentioned the benefit of the design feature of markers.

Categories. The crowdworkers perceived the categories as beneficial for the feedback provision. They liked that the categories helped them to better organize their feedback ("I think it was just more concrete and more structured than it would be without it" (C3)) and used it for inspiration and guidance (“I don’t have to wonder what should more I write. [...] I have something to each topic [...] and then I just kept adding if I found something” (C3)). They felt like the categories helped them to provide more complete and specific feedback and focus on the important aspects of the evaluation process (“Knowing it [the filter box] was a focus and the main topic of a category, I was able to spend more time on that and it definitely helped for sure” (C2)). F3 would have liked to have even more categories to provide feedback to. On the other hand, participants stated that "...it was quite hard to move comments into the specific subsections” (F3) which annoyed them. One crowdworker also
had problems with categories as s/he was not sure what kind of feedback was expected from them ("I don’t think they helped me very much in how to analyze" (C1)). Finally, using categories too extensively might lead to less feedback that addresses general aspects like the overall style of the website ("If you put too many categories then you risk of focusing too much on these specific things and not focus on the general website and not give complete feedback and comments on how the website looks as a whole" (C2)). At the same time, interviewees did not like the ‘General’ category as "...the ‘general’ category gets very general. And what does that mean? It’s not really very specific" (F1)).

Star Rating. In the star rating treatment, crowdworkers could use the categories for their feedback and add an additional star rating for each of the categories. The only disadvantage that crowdworkers reported about the star rating was that it was an additional effort compared to providing just a text comment. However, they still stated that they "...didn’t really find it necessary [...] but it was nice because I could sum up what I thought about it" (Q2). F1 tried to make sure that "the star rating was compatible and mirrored the feedback that I had given". Furthermore, crowdworkers liked that the star rating provided them the flexibility to rate each category differently. They perceived the star rating to be very easy and good for providing a summary of the text feedback ("I think it’s a very quick way to just say ‘OK, this is what my general thoughts were’" (F3)) and relativizing feedback that might sound too blunt as "...the stars are very international" (F2). Further, they thought a good star rating might soften very critical feedback, so that the requester understands that despite the criticism the feature is good ("If I will not do ratings, then nobody will be able to understand how much I really like it and how much I did not like it" (Q1)).

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we synthesize and discuss the insights that we gained in our two studies. Thereby, we put the feedback provider (e.g., crowdworker) perspective in the focus for crowd-feedback system design and highlight the interplay with the feedback requester objectives. Our results provide evidence that more design features are not significantly better than applying no design features at all. Furthermore, we learned that especially scenarios were appreciated by crowdworkers, and single-feature treatments performed better than the full and basic treatments in terms of crowdworkers perceptions, feedback quality, and feedback quantity. Based on these insights we derived design implications for the design of crowd-feedback systems that align both the feedback requester objectives and the crowdworker experience.

5.1 Number of Design Features
According to the TIME theory by Sundar et al. [36] the perceived interactivity of Feeasy should increase when combining multiple features as this offers feedback providers more interaction opportunities. However, in our case, the perceived interactivity increased when applying one feature compared to no features, but it decreased for the full treatment with five features. It also showed that the perceived ease of use is stable across the basic treatment and the treatments for the individual features, but lower for the full treatment. However, as the perceived user engagement is similar across all treatments this could support the statement of Sundar et al. [36], that additional factors such as naturalness, intuitiveness, and ease of use are important mediators for the relationship between perceived interactivity and perceived user engagement.

We also assume the perceived interactivity to have an impact on the resulting feedback quality as the feedback from the basic and full treatments which achieved the lowest ratings for perceived interactivity also performed the worst in terms of feedback quality. This holds in particular with the helpfulness category. We found evidence in our interviews that crowdworkers were overwhelmed by having so many options which can be explained by the concept of information overload [15, 31].
Crowdworkers, therefore, needed some time to get familiar with them. This might have harmed the feedback that these crowdworkers provided. However, we assume the relationship between the three perception constructs and the resulting feedback quality and quantity to be more complex than we expected initially. Based on the insights from the interviews, we believe that additional aspects such as learnability and understanding need to be considered when designing crowd-feedback systems. In the crowdworking context, the simplicity and clarity of tasks and instructions are key.

While the feedback quality for the full treatment is lower than the feedback quality of the single-feature treatments, the full treatment still provides multiple additional benefits to feedback requesters. Most of the feedback is already categorized, some comments include markers that might increase the comprehensibility and in addition, a quantitative assessment is provided. The feedback quantity is slightly lower for the full treatment than for the other variants. This could be caused by the additional effort and time workers had to spend on learning multiple features. As workers spend more time learning the features they had less time to spend on writing feedback comments. Consequently, applying multiple features might have a negative impact on crowdworkers’ perceptions, as well as the feedback quality and quantity.

The results of our studies show that a well-dosed application of certain design features has beneficial effects on crowdworkers and their feedback. As the combination of features might decrease the perceived ease of use and therefore negatively impact overall crowdworkers’ perceptions, our recommendation is to use only the design features that are necessary to fulfill the requirements of the design evaluation.

5.2 Individual Features

The main goal of study 2 was to compare the effects of the five design features (scenario, speech-to-text, marker, categories, star rating) of our crowd-feedback system Feeasy on crowdworkers’ perceptions as well as feedback quality and quantity. Overall, the perceived user engagement of crowdworkers and the helpfulness of the resulting feedback comments did not seem to be directly related to each other. For example, the perceived user engagement in the basic treatment was similar to the perceived user engagement in the marker treatment. However, the helpfulness of the feedback comments in the marker treatment is rated much higher than that of the feedback comments in the basic treatment. The same applies to the relationship between perceived user engagement and feedback quantity. While the perceived user engagement is the lowest for the star rating, the feedback quantity is similar to the other treatments.

Considering this, the independence between feedback quality and quantity and the crowdworkers’ engagement in our study may imply that in the crowd-feedback context other factors play a crucial role to increase the feedback quantity and quality. We learned in the interviews, that crowdworkers appreciate clear and easy features as well as structured guidance in performing their tasks. Additionally, we understood that some workers were insecure about the requesters’ expectations of their feedback which might have negatively influenced their feedback quality and quantity. Consequently, additional influencing factors on the feedback quality and quantity might be how well users understand their task and how well the system supports them in expressing themselves and guides them through the feedback task. From the feedback requester’s perspective, the objective is to receive feedback with high quality in large quantities. Looking at our quantitative results for the feedback quality and quantity, we were not able to identify significant differences between the treatments. Therefore, we will connect the descriptive results with the interview insights in order to understand the effects of the individual features. Participants of the full treatment ranked the scenario feature as the most important for providing feedback. We assume the reason was that they did not understand how to interact with the prototype without knowing where to click. Consequently, they perceived the scenario as essential to provide feedback. It also might
have helped to make the feedback situation seem more natural. When leveraging the scenario, feedback requesters must consider that the scenario leads to workers’ feedback being more focused on specific elements and features. Consequently, the scenario is helpful in particular, when feedback is required for a specific part of the design prototype like a new feature. Looking at the crowdworkers’ perceptions, the categories feature performed the best for all three perception constructs (perceived interactivity, perceived ease of use, and perceived user engagement). Remarkably, the categories were the only feature in which crowdworkers’ reported usability issues in the interviews. Crowdworkers reported that they had problems moving the comment boxes into the right category sections. This means that the lower perceived ease of use did not influence the positive perception of user engagement and interactivity. When looking at the interview results, one of the main issues of crowd-feedback tasks was that crowdworkers were insecure about the focus of the study, the right specificity of their feedback, and had problems with keeping an overview of their feedback. As the category feature addressed all of these problems, crowdworkers felt more secure and used the categories as guidance for the task, which might have covered up the usability issues and in turn led to the high value for perceived ease of use. Regarding the importance of features for feedback, crowdworkers still ranked star ratings and markers higher. While ratings and markers enable feedback providers to enrich their textual feedback with additional feedback, the categories only offer a better structure. For markers, the crowdworkers’ experience with the feature matches the quantitative outcomes as the feedback got more specific in this treatment. Comparing the star rating treatment that contained also categories with the treatment with only categories, the user engagement was lower while the feedback quality was higher. The user engagement was even the lowest for the star rating treatment. The reason for this might be the increased complexity of two features that lead to a higher mental workload for feedback providers. Feedback providers ranked the speech-to-text feature as the least important which is consistent with them not using it at all. The interviews and the feature ranking confirmed that they perceive the feature as a nice add-on, but not essential for providing good feedback. Still, the pure presence of the feature had a positive impact on crowdworkers’ perceptions and the resulting feedback compared to not having any feature included. In the interviews, workers were not completely averse to using the feature. We assume after workers get familiar with feedback-providing tasks, some would start using the feature. Still, the value and effect of the speech-to-text feature should be analyzed in future studies.

5.3 Design Implications

Based on our results we here provide a summary of design implications for crowd-feedback systems.

**Focus on Crowdworkers’ Perceptions.** Crowdworkers perceived the scenario feature as the most important. Therefore, we recommend providing a scenario in feedback tasks to guide feedback providers. Although the category treatment performed the best in terms of user engagement, markers and star ratings were perceived as more important by crowdworkers. This is consistent with the qualitative results as many workers who did not have a marker feature in their version of Feeasy, asked for a feature to annotate the user interface of the design prototype. For the star rating, this does not apply. Consequently, markers seem to have a bigger positive impact on crowdworkers’ perceptions of the crowd-feedback system and should therefore be applied additionally to the scenario when aiming to positively impact crowd perceptions.

**Focus on Feedback Quality.** The feedback quality was the lowest for the full and the basic treatment. Consequently, we recommend applying selected features when designing crowd-feedback systems and paying attention to balancing the advantages of multiple features and the increased complexity. For the single-feature treatments, there is no feature that clearly performed better than the others.
Each feature has individual advantages and feedback requesters must understand their feedback requirements to select the appropriate features.

**Focus on Feedback Quantity.** When aiming for many feedback comments, feedback requesters should apply categories or markers. Adding star ratings to the categories has only a minor negative impact on the feedback quantity and could therefore also be an option. Regarding the length of feedback comments, scenarios are the best choice, followed by categories (with and without star ratings), and markers. Applying all five design features has a negative impact on the length of feedback. As each feature takes some time to get familiar with it, generally fewer features are beneficial when aiming for many long feedback comments. Regarding the number of comments, categories are the favorable design feature.

### 6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While we followed a rigorous evaluation approach several limitations apply to our study. In the following, we provide an overview of limitations and present future research directions.

**Relevance of Design Prototypes.** First, our crowd-feedback artifact Feeasy was designed for the collection of feedback for all sorts of design prototypes over all phases of the design process. However, in our evaluation studies, we used always the same design prototype to guarantee comparability of the results. This was necessary since we focused on the evaluation of the design features. Future work should expand the design feature evaluation with additional design prototypes from different design phases. As we learned that workers use their personal expectations and experiences with similar websites to come up with valuable feedback, the workers’ requirements for a crowd-feedback system could be much different when the feedback is collected on a less common type of software.

**Investigation of the Speech-to-Text Feature.** In all of our three studies, no worker has used the speech-to-text feature. Consequently, the reported perceptions and effects on the feedback are only based on workers’ assumptions about their interaction with the feature. Additionally, the changes in the feedback quality and quantity are only caused by the presence of the feature. On the one hand, this shows that the sole presence of features has an effect on crowdworkers. On the other hand, we are not able to make statements about how the usage of a speech-to-text feature affects feedback quality and quantity. In our studies, workers reported multiple advantages and disadvantages of a speech-to-text feature. Especially a recording feature would enable designers to consider more factors than just the pure content of the feedback (e.g., tone). Therefore, we suggest future research to study voice input features for feedback individually. The results might also be relevant for other domains like app store reviews.

**Interdependencies between Design Features.** In this paper, we presented two studies focusing on a specific set of individual design features relevant to crowd-feedback systems. We assume that there exist interdependencies between the individual design features. Especially in the first design study, the perceptions of the participants might be influenced by interdependencies of the individual features. We attempted to counteract this by asking participants specifically about their perceptions of each individual feature.

Still, the analysis of potential interdependencies is beyond the scope of our paper. However, understanding how the combination of design features affects crowdworkers’ perceptions and the resulting feedback, might be very valuable for the design of crowd-feedback systems in research and practice. Therefore, future research should expand on an analysis of the interaction effects of design features. This knowledge can be used by feedback requesters (i.e., designers) to design crowd-feedback systems according to the requirements of their feedback studies. To enable feedback
requesters to instantiate these individualized crowd-feedback systems without large effort, a crowd-feedback system configurator would be beneficial. This configurator could guide feedback requesters in creating dedicated crowd-feedback systems that are adapted to their needs. This would enable designers and developers to easily integrate crowd-feedback systems in all phases of their software lifecycle.

7 CONCLUSION

Design features of crowd-feedback systems have an impact on the resulting feedback. While most existing studies in this context focused on analyzing the feedback outcomes for requesters, we aimed to align crowdworkers’ perceptions on a spectrum of different design features with quantifiable effects on feedback quality and quantity. We conducted two studies, in which we first developed the crowd-feedback system Feeasy and, subsequently, used it to analyze distinct five design features for crowd-feedback systems. Our results provide evidence that more design features are not beneficial in all use cases, but applying any design features is better than none. Furthermore, we learned that scenarios and markers are favorable design features when considering the crowdworker perspective, while for the feedback quality and quantity, it is primarily important to not overwhelm crowdworkers with too many complex features. Still, the application of any feature improves feedback quality and quantity. We enrich these findings with profound details on the advantages and disadvantages of each design feature as perceived by crowdworkers. Our findings motivate further investigations for the future design and configuration of design features which are combined to achieve specific effects and serve as a basis for the development of a crowd-feedback system configurator. Overall, we contribute with our work to make the software development process not only more scalable but also more human-centered.
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